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Abstract

Data integration aims at combining data acquired from different autonomous sources to provide the
user with a unified view of this data. One of the main challenges in data integration processes is entity
resolution, whose goal is to detect the different representations of the same real-world entity across the
sources, in order to produce a unique and consistent representation for it. The advent of big data has
challenged traditional data integration paradigms, making the offline batch approach to entity resolution
no longer suitable for several scenarios (e.g., when performing data exploration or dealing with datasets
that change with a high frequency). Therefore, it becomes of primary importance to produce new
solutions capable of operating effectively in such situations.
In this paper, I present some contributions made during the first half of my PhD program, mainly
focusing on the design of a framework to perform entity resolution in an on-demand fashion, building
on the results achieved by the progressive and query-driven approaches to this task. Moreover, I also
briefly describe two projects in which I took part as a member of my research group, touching on some
real-world applications of big data integration techniques, to conclude with some ideas on the future
directions of my research.
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1. Introduction
Data integration aims at combining data acquired from different autonomous sources to provide
the user with a unified view of this data. The integration of different heterogeneous data sources
inherently poses several challenges: the sources can be organized according to different schemas,
they can contain duplicates, and so on. The advent of big data and the need to deal with its
features (the famous four Vs: volume, velocity, veracity, and variety) required a significant
evolution of data integration approaches and techniques, leading to the rise of new paradigms
designed to address this scenario.
Among the many challenges that data integration has to overcome, a central role is played
by Entity Resolution (ER), a.k.a. record linkage or deduplication, whose goal is to detect the
different representations of the same real-world entity across the sources (or even within the
same source), then to produce a unique and consistent representation for it. Performing ER
can be extremely challenging, due to the inconsistency of the different representations (e.g.,
compliance with different conventions, presence of missing and wrong values, etc.) and the
need to make the computational cost required to perform the comparisons between the pairs of
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Figure 1: ER pipelines compared: batch ER vs BrewER.

records affordable (e.g., using a blocking function). Therefore, many algorithms and techniques
have been designed to address this problem [1, 2].
ER constitutes an essential step in the data preparation and cleaning pipeline [3], which is
required to ensure high data quality. An effective example for understanding the relevance of
data quality is that of data-driven decision making, which guides business decisions. Performing
data analysis on poor quality data would lead to potentially wrong results (garbage in, garbage
out), causing a negative economic impact for the business. The importance of data quality is
also increasingly highlighted in the field of artificial intelligence, where it is fundamental for the
effective training of machine learning models. In fact, even state-of-the-art models may fail to
perform well if the data used for their training is not properly prepared [4]. Therefore, increasing
relevance is given to the idea of moving from a model-centric to a data-centric approach1 .
In this paper, I present some contributions made during the first half of my PhD program.
In particular, in Section 2.1, I focus on BrewER, a framework to perform ER in an on-demand
fashion, which represents my main research contribution so far. Then, in Sections 2.2-2.3,
I describe two projects carried out by my research group (DBGroup2 ), which gave me the
opportunity to touch some real-world applications of big data integration and data preparation
techniques. Finally, in Section 3, I present some ideas on the future directions of my research.

2. Contributions
2.1. BrewER: Entity Resolution On-Demand
The well-established end-to-end batch approach to ER in big data scenario, mainly consisting of
blocking, matching, and fusion phases, requires to perform ER on the whole dataset in order
to run queries on the obtained clean version (Figure 1a). This is intuitively far from being an
efficient solution in several scenarios. For example, it is the case for data exploration, where the
data scientist is usually only interested in a certain portion of the dataset, and this interest can
be expressed through a query. In fact, the batch approach implies a lot of useless comparisons,
required to produce entities that are guaranteed not to appear in the result of the query. This
means wasting time, computational resources, and even money (e.g., pay-as-you-go cloud
1
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Figure 2: BrewER in action.

computing). Such a situation can become critical when data changes with a high frequency
(e.g., when dealing with web data or in scenarios such as stock market trading) and there is
only a limited amount of time to detect the most relevant entities in the dataset according to
the interest expressed by the data scientist.
Progressive approaches presented in literature [5, 6, 7] aim at maximizing the number of
matches detected in a certain amount of time. However, these algorithms are guided by the
matching likelihood and do not allow the data scientist to define a priority on the entities.
Furthermore, in case of early stopping they would produce an approximate result, since they
proceed by considering the single candidate pairs of records and not the complete resolution of
the entities. On the other hand, the proposed query-driven solutions [8, 9] aim at cleaning only
the portion of dataset effectively useful to answer the query, but they still operate in a batch
manner, not supporting the progressive emission of the results.
BrewER (see [10] for a detailed explanation, [11] for a brief description of the intuition) is
designed to perform ER in an on-demand fashion, guided by the query expressing the interest
of the data scientist. BrewER is query-driven, since it performs ER only on the portion of the
dataset that might be useful for answering the query, according to its WHERE clauses (interpreted
in BrewER syntax as HAVING clauses, applied after performing a GROUP BY ENTITY step, as
depicted in Figure 1b), and progressive, since it returns the resulting entities (i.e., completely
resolved representative records) as soon as they are obtained, following the priority expressed
by the data scientist through the ORDER BY clause. To achieve this result, BrewER performs
a preliminary filtering of the blocks, keeping only the ones containing records (called seeds)
whose values might lead to the generation of an entity included in the result. Then, the records
appearing in the survived blocks are inserted in a priority queue, keeping for each one the
list of its candidate matches. The priority is defined according to the value of the attribute
appearing in the ORDER BY clause, in ascending or descending order. BrewER iterates on the
priority queue, considering at each iteration the head element: if it is a record, its candidate
matches are checked generating a completely resolved entity; otherwise (i.e., it is a completely
resolved entity), it is emitted or discarded based on whether or not it satisfies the query.
BrewER is agnostic towards the choice of the matching and blocking functions, and its
capability to perform clean queries on dirty data (as SQL select-project queries, with the
ORDER BY clause defining the emission priority) makes it a novel and powerful approach to ER.

Figure 3: ECDP architecture.

2.2. ECDP: Energy Community Data Platform
ECDP (Energy Community Data Platform) [12] is a middleware platform designed to support
the collection and the analysis of big data about the energy consumption inside local energy
communities. Its goal is to promote a conscious use of energy by the users, paying particular
attention to self-consumption. The project saw the collaboration of the DBGroup and DataRiver,
respectively to design and to implement the platform, with the supervision of ENEA.
This project represents a concrete big data integration challenge, since the platform has to
acquire data of different nature (from the relational data about the users and the buildings to the
sensor data about the energy consumption/production or the weather conditions) from multiple
sources. The modular architecture of ECDP, depicted in Figure 3, was designed to promote
flexibility and scalability, meeting the needs of different types of users. In particular, ECDP
supports: (i) a data integration workflow, which exploits MOMIS [13, 14] for data integration
and a PostgreSQL RDBMS (optimized for time series using TimescaleDB and PostGIS) to store
the integrated and aggregated data, ready to be accessed by the standard users; (ii) a data lake
workflow, which relies on Delta Lake to store all raw data, allowing the advanced users to
perform some further analysis on it using Apache Spark.

2.3. DXP: Digital Experience Platform
DXP (Digital Experience Platform), subject of an ongoing project commissioned to the DBGroup
by Doxee, manages and processes billing data with the goal of providing services to the users (e.g.,
interactive billing) and analytics to the companies (e.g., churn prediction or user segmentation).
In the first part of this projects, aimed at performing data analysis on billing data, we had to
design a data preparation pipeline to get this data ready for the analysis. This gave me the
opportunity to deal with data preparation challenges in a real-world context, understanding its
fundamental impact on data analysis tasks.

3. Future Directions
The topics covered during the first half of my PhD program offer many open challenges and
ideas on the future directions of my research, moving from (but not limited to) the path traced
by BrewER. In fact, BrewER itself presents many development possibilities. An evolution based
on the blocking graph, moving the priority from the record level to the block level, would make
it possible to support even unbounded aggregation functions (e.g., SUM); moreover, a specific
optimization for meta-blocking3 [15, 16, 17] would allow to consider in the algorithm also the
matching likelihood, further reducing the number of comparisons to be performed. Finally,
supporting join would represent a significant improvement, considering also the challenges
that need to be faced to adapt it to such a context.
Expanding the view from ER to the whole data preparation and cleaning pipeline, it is easy
to notice the presence of many different tasks [3]. Several tasks present specifically designed
solutions in the literature, but a lot of work still needs to be done towards an effectively usable
holistic tool. Data preparation presents many open challenges, and it is a relevant topic that
I aim to investigate, considering multi-task approaches [18] and possibly extending to other
tasks the on-demand approach that inspired BrewER.
Finally, operating with personal data (it is the case for medical data, but also for DXP)
raises privacy issues. Considering the impact on ER tasks, this implies further challenges to
overcome and calls into question privacy-preserving record linkage techniques [19]. The future
developments of DXP and new dedicated projects will allow me to delve into this topic, adapting
the existing solutions designed by the DBGroup to address these challenges and hopefully
adding new contributions to the research on this important aspect of big data management.
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